In the auroral zone, quasi-static parallel electric fields produce beams of ionospheric ions (e.g., H + , He + •md O+), which flow outward into the magnetosphere, providing a significant source of ions for the ring current and plasma sheet. Because the velocities to which these beams axe accelerated is dependent on the mass of the ions, differential flows between the various ion species can develop which are unstable to an ion-ion streaming instability. Particle simulations and observations from DE 1 are used to investigate the heating of the ion beams produced by this instability. It is shown that there is net transfer of energy from the light ions to the heavy ions, with the heavy ions reaching maximum velocities near the beam velocity of the light ions. Bulk heating of the heavy ions occurs when their relative density is low while high-energy tails are produced when their relative density is high. The heating is primarily parallel to the magnetic field if the difference in the heavy and light ion beam velocities is subsonic while both perpendicular and parallel heating can occur if it is supersonic. In the latter case, very strong heating of an intermediate ions species such as He + can also occur. Comparison with observations shows features consistent with heating via the ion-ion instability including perpendicular heating in the supersonic regime and parallel heating in the subsonic regime and a change in the heating between these regimes as the ratio of the H + beam speed to the local sound speed is observed to decrease. This heating is, however, not always observed in association with enhanced wave emissions. This lack of waves is attributed to reabsorption of the waves as the ions become heated.
The linear theory for the ion-ion two-stream instability in section 3 for supersonic and subsonic ion flows, under auroral conditions has been evaluated by Bergmann and changes in the heating with electron temperature et al. [1988] and Dusenbery et al. [1988] and references are examined in section 4. It is shown that the therein. Kaufmann et al. [1986] made the first attempt beams undergo preferential perpendicular heating during to identify observationally whether heavy ionospheric ions supersonic interactions while preferential parallel heating were being heated by this instability. They were able occurs during subsonic interactions. In both cases, the to show that the O + ions tended to have a more ions with the smallest relative concentration experience extended high-energy tail than the H + ions, which is strong bulk heating while the other ion species experience expected if energy is being transferred from the light mainly tail heating. The most efficient transfer of energy ions to the heavy ions by the ion-ion instability. More occurs when the ratio of the electron to ion temperature recently, Reiff et al. [1988] , using near-magnetic conjugate is largest. This dependence of the heating on relative crossings of DE 1 and DE 2 to study auroral potentials density and electron temperature can account for the and associated particle acceleration, showed that the scatter in the heating versus beam speed observed by characteristic temperature of the upflowing ionospheric Reiff et al. [1988] Growth of the ion-ion two-stream instability depends drop whereas the electron temperature and hence sound'• upon the relative concentration of the various ion species speed are probably the largest. In this case, the second and requires that (1) the electron temperature Te be condition for onset of the instability is probably not much greater than the H + temperature TH, and that (2) satisfied. In order to examine the nonlinear evolution of the particle distributions due to the ion-ion instability, 3. can be transferred but energetically they do not play The characteristics of the wave emissions produced are an important role themselves. Further, if the observed illustrated in Figure 6 , which shows time histories of beams are near saturation then large wave amplitudes in the electrostatic wave energy normalized to the parallel association with the ion-ion instability are not expected It + beam energy EH0. In all three cases, the waves since they would be heavily absorbed. If, on the other are initially generated oblique to the magnetic field (i.e., hand, observations are made during the growth phase of Eñ >> Ell ) with a growth rate of the order of ft H. the waves then the typical wave spectrum that might be However, as the particle distributions become heated, the observed is shown in Figure 7 For subsonic ion-ion beam interactions, the dominant frame. Thus, in both supersonic and subsonic cases, the growing modes are field-aligned rather than oblique to average energy of the heavy ions relative to the H + the magnetic field as in the previous section (e.g., ions increases with increasing H + relative density, being ., -3.
-4.
--5. Figure 21 is occurring near the associated with the spacecraft moving between inverted-V satellite then the interaction would be supersonic, and events. The total densities are again in agreement with much stronger perpendicular heating than observed is that inferred from the HAPI electrons. predicted by the simulations (e.g., Figure 15 ). This
The corresponding EICS distributions are shown in discrepancy may be due to the fact that the interaction Figure 23 for four consecutive 96-s periods. During the is possibly occurring at a lower altitude and any first time interval, an inverted-V event starting at 1221 perpendicular heating is being partly masked by folding UT as seen by HAPI (Figure 18 ) is encountered. It is of the distributions by the mirror force. Moreover, if the seen that there is strong perpendicular heating of all 'interaction is occurring at lower altitudes then the local three ion species, with their perpendicular temperature sound speed is probably higher and the beam speed lower being larger than their parallel temperature. Moreover, than observed at the spacecraft so that the interaction the average parallel energies of the heavy ions tend to be may not be as supersonic in the source region. This greater than that of the H + ions, which again indicates would also produce more parallel heating at the expense that the heavy ions have undergone some additional of the perpendicular heating. approximately inversely proportional to the square root of The relative drift speed plays an important role the ion mass which produces a differential ion flow, with in determining the type of heating produced by the the lighter ions having a higher beam speed than the instability. Both perpendicular and parallel heating of heavier ions. This differential ion flow can lead to an ion-the ions can be produced. For interactions where the ion streaming instability which can produce strong heating difference in the beam speeds of the ions is less of the ions, with net energy being transferred from the than about the sound speed (i.e., subsonic interactions), light ions to the heavy ions. The ion heating produced heating occurs primarily along the magnetic field. For by this instability is investigated in this study through supersonic interactions, heating is initially oblique to the a comparison between two-dimensional (three-velocity) magnetic field. However, as the ions become heated, electrostatic particle simulations and observations from wave growth shifts to more field-aligned angles, so that DE 1. strong parallel heating can occur, particularly in the The simulation results for a plasma with only two later phases of the instability. dominant ion species present are presented in sections 3
Because the electron temperature tends to decrease and 4. It is shown that the type and amount of heating with increasing altitude in the auroral zone, the interdepends on three factors: (1) the relative ion density; action can become more supersonic as the ion beams (2) the relative ion drift speed and (3) the temperature propagate upward (provided they are not strongly heated of the ions relative to the electron temperature. or decelerated at lower altitudes), The results in sec-
The strongest heating of an ion species occurs when tion 4 show that, with such a reduction in electron its relative density is small, irrespective of whether it is temperature, enhanced perpendicular heating occurs but the light or heavy ion. In this case, there is bulk heating the efficiency of coupling the light ion beam energy to of the ions, and the original beam feature becomes very heating and acceleration of the heavy ion decreases. For much less pronounced. When the relative density of an a change in Te/• of a factor of 4, the coupling efficiency ion is large, tails in the distribution tend to be produced decreases by nearly 50% (section 4). 
